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Abstract
Spatial capture-recapture (SCR) models have improved the ability to estimate densities of
rare and elusive animals. However, SCR models have seldom been validated even as
model formulations diversify and expand to incorporate new sampling methods and/or additional sources of information on model parameters. Information on the relationship between
encounter probabilities, sources of additional information, and the reliability of density estimates, is rare but crucial to assessing reliability of SCR-based estimates. We used a simulation-based approach that incorporated prior empirical work to assess the accuracy and
precision of density estimates from SCR models using spatially unstructured sampling. To
assess the consequences of sparse data and potential sources of bias, we simulated data
under six scenarios corresponding to three different levels of search effort and two levels of
correlation between search effort and animal density. We then estimated density for each
scenario using four models that included increasing amounts of information from harvested
individuals and telemetry to evaluate the impact of additional sources of information. Model
results were sensitive to the quantity of available information: density estimates based on
low search effort were biased high and imprecise, whereas estimates based on high search
effort were unbiased and precise. A correlation between search effort and animal density
resulted in a positive bias in density estimates, though the bias decreased with increasingly
informative datasets. Adding information from harvested individuals and telemetered individuals improved density estimates based on low and moderate effort but had negligible
impact for datasets resulting from high effort. We demonstrated that density estimates from
SCR models using spatially unstructured sampling are reliable when sufficient information is
provided. Accurate density estimates can result if empirical-based simulations such as
those presented here are used to develop study designs with appropriate amounts of effort
and information sources.
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Introduction
Estimates of population size are of fundamental importance for understanding and managing
populations of wild animals. In response to the imperfect detection of individual animals in
field studies, ecologists have developed a diverse set of tools to account for heterogeneity in
detection [1–4]. However, certain species such as large carnivores present persistent methodological and analytical obstacles to abundance estimation given their elusive nature, low densities, large ranges and potential for territoriality [5–7]. These ecological characteristics
frequently result in low probabilities of capture and induce spatial heterogeneity in capture
probabilities among individuals, both of which challenge traditional capture-recapture models
[8–11]. Moreover, the large-scale movements of individuals relative to a fixed grid of trapping
locations complicates the estimation of sampling area, which is required to convert an abundance estimate into a density estimate, a more useful metric for comparing populations across
different geographic extents [8,12]. Yet, despite these challenges in estimating density, accurate
estimates are required for wildlife management and conservation for the purposes of setting
harvest quotas, the integrated management of predator and prey species, the conservation of
threatened and endangered species, and to mitigate human-wildlife conflict.
Spatial capture-recapture models (SCR) are a relatively new method of estimating density
that attempt to resolve the shortcomings of traditional capture-recapture approaches by explicitly modeling the spatial organization of individuals relative to spatially referenced trapping
locations [8,13]. In this approach, detection probability is modeled as a function of the distance
between the locations of traps and activity centers for various individuals, as well as trap- and
individual-specific covariates. In doing so, SCR models account for the different exposure of
individuals to detection due to their spatial distribution on the landscape. By explicitly incorporating the spatial arrangement of individuals, SCR models resolve a major drawback of nonspatial capture recapture models: the ad-hoc estimation of density using the addition of a
buffer around the trapping grid to account for differential exposure of individuals [3,12,14].
However, despite the advances in density estimation associated with SCR models, the
approach requires careful application. Theoretical and empirical work suggests that SCR models require large numbers of individuals and spatially distributed recaptures to accurately and
precisely estimate model parameters and, therefore, abundance and density [15,16]. This problem is exacerbated as the number of sources of heterogeneity in the exposure of individuals to
capture increases, e.g., among-individual differences in the probability of capture due to sex,
age class, or social status [10,17–19]. Estimating the parameters of more complex models that
account for additional sources of heterogeneity requires still more information, which can be
problematic given the practicalities of sampling. Because species to which SCR models are frequently applied are often elusive and occur at low density, probabilities of detection can be low
such that resulting datasets are sparse and contain insufficient information to accurately estimate the parameters of SCR models [15,18,20].
A variety of non-invasive sampling methods with different detection efficiencies have been
used in a SCR framework, including camera traps [13,21,22], hair snares [23,24], and scat
detection [25–27]. For species in which visual identification is difficult, DNA-based identification methods such as hair snares, biopsy darting, or scat sampling are required. One technique
that has been shown to greatly increase the probability of detection of animals is the use of
scent dogs, wherein teams of specialized dogs are used in an organized search for evidence of
animals [25]. However, direct search effort using scent-detection dogs is inherently unstructured. In contrast to the identification of individuals at fixed trapping locations or along fixed
transects, encounters result from scent-detection dogs following airborne scent or groundbased scent, making precise delineation of where sampling occurs difficult. To resolve the
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locations of detections and non-detections in this type of unstructured sampling approach,
previous work has conceptualized a coarse, post-hoc grid of trapping cells overlying the study
area [25]. The center of each grid cell serves as the hypothetical trapping location such that the
locations of detections and non-detections, as well as the associated search effort, can be spatially referenced.
A parallel development in SCR methods in recent years has been the inclusion of additional
sources of information [28–32]. Where data sets are sparse and practical realities prohibit
increasing the probability of detection, alternative sources of information can improve the
accuracy and precision of parameter estimates [29,32]. For example, previous results from a
SCR study on mountain lions (Puma concolor) in Montana demonstrated that including the
locations of harvested individuals as if they arose from the spatial trapping effort greatly
increased sample size, resulting in a dramatic decrease in estimated densities and reduction in
uncertainty (improvement in precision) [33]. More formally, the hierarchical formulation of
SCR models facilitates the integration of data from different encounter types by allowing
model parameters to be shared among processes [34]. For example, telemetry data from collared individuals provides additional information on animal movement and can improve estimation of model parameters using an integrated likelihood provided space use is similar
between individuals observed by the encounter process and collar data [32,34,35].
Despite the development of new sampling methods and data-integration techniques, little
guidance exists on how to practically implement a SCR study using these new methods such
that the resulting model estimates of abundance/density are reliable. Recent work has suggested that these models should perform well given sufficient information on space-use patterns and detection [20], but that insufficient information arising from among-individual
heterogeneity and generally low probabilities of detection, or the specifics of sampling methods, can result in strongly biased and imprecise density estimates [18,19,22,36]. Therefore, it is
critical to understand potential sources of bias so as to be able to make recommendations for
study design. Yet, we know of only three cases where SCR models have been tested against
populations of a known size, with apparently contrasting conclusions about sources and direction of bias [19,22,36]. Most work has focused on simulation-based validation, which has been
criticized due to the inability to fully consider the breadth of processes that lead to data [19].
Moreover, bias in SCR models arises from processes that are likely to be species- and even
study-specific, such that increasing biological realism in simulation-based validation reduces
generality.
Here, we present an approach for simulation-based validation that uses empirical studies to
understand the consequences of sparse data arising from low detection probabilities and the
implications of including additional information on density estimates. We were motivated by
the recent use of SCR models to estimate the density of mountain lions in western Montana
using a spatially unstructured sampling design relying primarily on the use of scent-detection
dogs [33]. That work was notable in that it demonstrated the inhomogeneous distribution of
individual activity centers across the landscape, and suggested mountain lion density was
strongly associated with underlying habitat characteristics. Moreover, the work highlighted
how the inclusion of samples from harvested individuals improved inference by both reducing
density estimates and improving precision. However, SCR model performance under these
conditions is essentially unknown. We therefore conducted simulations to assess model performance in the presence of a heterogeneous distribution of animals across the landscape and
differences in space use between sexes. Our simulations focused on evaluating the consequences of including additional information from a simulated harvest process and/or telemetry information from collared individuals. Finally, we demonstrate how our approach can
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yield practical advice to guide the allocation of sampling effort and intensity and to help
inform study designs for other species-specific SCR models.

Materials and methods
Simulation design
Our work assessed model performance for density estimates of mountain lions in western
Montana and focused on the consequences of varying search effort and the inclusion of additional sources of information from harvest and telemetry. The design of the simulations and
the choices of the underlying parameters that govern the data-generating process were based
on previous empirical work on this species in this area [33]. The major components of the simulation process were: (1) the definition of the landscape including underlying structure, (2) the
relationship between the structure in the landscape and the distribution of individual activity
centers (the spatial point process), and (3) the relationship between the distribution of individual activity centers and the probability of encounter. This diversity of components in hierarchical SCR models renders an exhaustive treatment of possible simulation scenarios practically
challenging given the computational requirements, and our work was restrained to assessing
the consequences of varying search effort and additional information in the encounter process
(the third component, above).
Defining the landscape. We based our simulations on a 2,500 km2 (50km x 50km) study
area, defined by a grid of 100 non-overlapping 5km x 5km trapping cells. This trapping grid
was centered in a 10,000 km2 simulated landscape (100km x 100km) defined by a grid of 2,500
non-overlapping 2km x 2km cells, each of which was potentially the center of a home range, or
activity center, for an individual. The sizes of the study area and trapping grid, as well as the
sizes of the underlying trapping grid cells and idealized home range centers, were based on the
prior empirical work [33]. Prior work also demonstrated a strong relationship between the
spatial arrangement of individuals and habitat structure as indexed by the values of a separately
estimated resource selection function [33,37]. Therefore, we generated a spatially autocorrelated habitat covariate for each landscape grid cell (Habitatx,y where x,y represents the center
of each cell) on the landscape using a kriging model of correlated random noise [29] (Fig 1).
Defining the spatial point process. We then generated spatial structure in our population
by simulating the locations of activity centers using an inhomogeneous point process. Specifically, we probabilistically assigned an activity center to individuals such that the expected
number of activity centers in any given area was a function of the underlying habitat covariate.
We defined the inhomogeneous point process by defining the intensity in each landscape cell
as μx,y = exp(−4 + 0.5Habitatx,y)(4 km2), scaling the relationship by the area of each cell, 4 km2.
Finally, to simulate the locations of activity centers such that they were correlated to the underlying habitat covariate, we used rejection sampling to probabilistically assign an activity center
to each individual, si, based on the relative intensity value in each grid cell [29,38]. These activity centers were assigned independently, i.e., more than one mountain lion was allowed to be
assigned to each activity center. Prior work has demonstrated that home ranges of mountain
lions demonstrate considerable overlap between and among sexes, suggesting this simplification is well-justified [39,40]. We first simulated the distribution of activity centers using a fixed
population sizes of N = 200 individuals (100 males and 100 females corresponding to a density
over the landscape of 2 individuals per 100 km2). This is at the low end of densities in this
region [33,41], and represents a worst-case scenario of maximizing search effort and additional
information to generate reliable density estimates. To evaluate model performance under
higher densities, we also generated distributions of activity centers for a fixed population of
N = 400 individuals (200 males and 200 females).
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Fig 1. Simulated 10,000 km2 landscape. Our simulated landscape was comprised of 2,500 2km x 2km landscape cells and
defined by a spatially correlated habitat covariate ranging from poor habitat (negative) to good habitat (positive). The study
area was defined by a trapping grid comprised of 100 5km x 5km grid cells centered on the landscape (black).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0215458.g001

Defining the encounter processes. Previous empirical work utilized observations of individuals that resulted from both organized search effort and harvest [33], and current work in
the same system is evaluating the impact of including information from collared individuals
on density estimates. Therefore, we simulated three types of data, using separate processes for:
(1) observations from spatially unstructured sampling (the encounter process), (2) from the
harvest of individuals, and (3) to generate telemetry data. For the encounter process, we simulated encounters of each individual i (i = 1, . . ., 200) in each grid cell j (j = 1, . . ., 100) during
each occasion t (t = 1, 2, 3, 4), corresponding to the four month period from December to
March previously used in this study area [33], using a Binomial model:
encounteri;j;t � Binomialðpi;j;t ; 1Þ
We used the exponential model to define how the probability of encounter decays with distance from an activity center such that the probability of encounter of individual i in trapping
cell j during occasion t is given as:
� �
cloglog pi;j;t ¼ bencounter
þ bencounter
� logðeffortj;t Þ
0
eff

�
�
1
�
d
x
;
s
j
i
2s2sex

wherein effortj,t is the effort expended in cell j during occasion t, σsex is a sex-specific scale
parameter that regulates how the probability of encounter declines with distance, d(xj,si) is the
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Euclidean distance between the center of the trapping cell, xj, and the activity center of individual, si, and cloglog is the complementary log-log link.
We also simulated a harvest process for individuals in the system using a similar structure
to the encounter process. The harvest of an individual i in grid cell j during occasion t was
modeled as a Binomial process,
harvesti;j;t � Binomialðhi;j;t ; 1Þ
wherein the probability of harvest shares the structural parameters σsex with the encounter process and is given as:
� �
�
�
1
cloglog hi;j;t ¼ bharvest
� d xj ; si
0
2
2ssex
and used bharvest
¼ 2:25, which corresponds to a baseline probability of harvest (when d(xj,si)
0
= 0) in each trapping grid cell of ~ 0.10. This roughly approximates actual numbers of harvested mountain lions previously reported [33], though the assumption of a constant baseline
probability of harvest (i.e., lacking spatial structure) is a simplification.
Finally, we simulated daily telemetry data. For every individual i, we simulated the use frequencies for each cell in the landscape, mi,k, k = 1,. . .,2500, as a multinomial process [29]:
mi � MultinomialðR; pi Þ
with R = 30 (simulating daily observations for one month) and where the probability vector πi
is calculated as
expð2s21 � dðxk ; si ÞÞ

pi;k ¼ P2500
k¼1

sex

expð2s21 � dðxk ; si ÞÞ
sex

such that the probability of use declines with distance from the activity center of an individual
using the same function of distance used in the encounter and harvest processes. It is important to point out that all three processes shared parameters. This allowed the use of these additional data to aid estimation, but also made the tacit assumption that these parameters are
consistent across the different processes [35].
The parameters for the data-generating processes (bencounter
; bharvest
; beff ; smale ; sfemale ) are spe0
0
cies-, study-area-, and method- specific. Using results from previous work in this system
[33,41], we generated encounter histories using bencounter
¼ 5, βeff = 1, log(σmale) = −0.65 and
0
log(σfemale) = −0.85. For the space-use parameters, these correspond to distances that are in
units of 5 km, of the distance between the centers of adjacent trapping cells. Such scaling is useful to aid convergence for both Bayesian- and maximum-likelihood-based methods.

Simulation scenarios
Our primary goal was to assess SCR model performance (the combination of accuracy and
precision) for spatially unstructured sampling designs at the low end of reported densities
(N = 200, or 2 individuals per 100 km2) in the presence of variable effort. Spatially unstructured sampling designs are also potentially subject to bias in estimates if the search effort is
correlated to animal density, i.e., effort is biased towards areas of higher animal density
[25,41]. Therefore, we evaluated model performance in the presence of variable effort, sparse
data, and this induced correlation. Our second goal was to assess the benefits of integrating
additional sources of information from harvest and telemetry on resulting density estimates.
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Fig 2. Simulated effort. To illustrate the distribution of simulated effort across the trapping grid cells, we took a single realization
from a simulation with moderate effort (4,000 km of effort per sampling occasion = 16,000 km total, no correlation with animal
density, left panel) and compared it to a single realization with the same effort, but with a correlation between density and effort
(right panel). The spatially correlated landscape and locations of activity centers (dots) are shown in the background.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0215458.g002

For spatially unstructured sampling, encounters are the result of direct search effort (kilometers of search effort expended in each grid cell during each occasion). To assess the amount
of bias induced by sparse data we simulated encounters under three levels of effort corresponding to low, medium, and high baseline probabilities of encounter, i.e., the probability of
encounter when an animal’s activity center is coincident with the center of a trapping grid.
These levels were defined using 2,000 km, 4,000 km, and 8,000 km of effort per occasion. First,
we generated a random level of effort for each cell of a trapping grid in each occasion by taking
the total effort (2,000, 4,000, or 8,000 km per occasion) and multiplying it by a random draw
from a Dirichlet distribution (all parameters equal to 1, or a flat Dirichlet distribution), which
is a straightforward way to randomly assign a total to a series of trapping cells. Second, to
assess the bias induced by a correlation between effort and the density of activity centers, we
repeated the above procedure but used the number of activity centers in each trapping grid to
weight the parameters of the Dirichlet distribution, i.e., a trapping grid cell with no activity
centers had a value of 1, a trapping grid cell with 1 activity center had a value of 2, etc. This
induced a strong correlation between animal density and effort (e.g., Fig 2). All combinations
of effort (three levels) and correlation (two levels: correlated and uncorrelated effort) resulted
in six scenarios.
Next, to evaluate the consequences of including extra information for each scenario, we
estimated the density of individuals using four models with increasing levels of information: 1)
a model using encounters from the spatially unstructured sampling alone, 2) a model combining encounter and harvest processes, 3) a model combining encounter, harvest and telemetry
information from 2 males and 2 females (4 total), and 4) a model combining encounter, harvest, and telemetry information from 4 males and 4 females (8 total). In each case, we estimated the parameters of the data-generating model, i.e. our goal was not to assess the
consequences of model mis-specification, but to evaluate model performance as the amount of
information in the data set increased. Importantly, the locations of harvested individuals were
treated as if they resulted from the search process, and the effort covariate for the trapping cell
in which the individual was harvested was “borrowed” from the spatial capture-recapture
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search effort, similar to previous work in this system [33]. When an animal was harvested, subsequent trapping occasions were removed from the likelihood (e.g., an animal harvested during the second trapping occasion was unavailable for detection during occasions 3 and 4).
When telemetry information was incorporated, it was assumed to be independent from the
spatial capture-recapture data. This assumption simplifies computation and introduces negligible bias to resulting density estimates [29].

Model estimation and performance
We used a maximum-likelihood based method derived from the oSCR package [42] implemented in the R environment [43] and based on the underlying spatial capture-recapture
model that allows the integration of telemetry information [34] to estimate the parameters of
the data-generating model. For each simulation, we generated data under each of the six scenarios and then used those data to estimate density from each of our four models, which
resulted in 24 model runs per simulation. Computation time was prohibitively slow with a
direct application of the oSCR package. To increase the speed of model estimation we used
custom scripts that streamlined the model formulation and estimation and used the NIMBLE
programming language for additional efficiency gains (S1 File) [44]. We assessed model performance using estimated means, standard deviations, 2.5% and 97.5% percentiles (95% density interval), the coefficient of variation (CV) and relative bias (RB).

Results
Our primary goal was evaluating model performance in the worst-case scenario of low animal
density (N = 200 individuals, 2 per 100km2) and we focused on these results below. However,
we also compared and contrasted these results to model performance at a higher density of
N = 400 individuals (4 per 100 km2).

Simulated spatial capture-recapture data
The combination of varying effort (2000 km, 4000 km, 8000 km of total effort per occasion)
and the correlation between animal density and effort resulted in six data-generating scenarios. We generated 200 data sets under each scenario and summarized them by how the total
effort translated into a median effort per cell and per occasion, cell-specific baseline encounter
probabilities and the induced correlation with animal density (Table 1). The per-cell, per-occasion effort is directly related to the baseline probability of encounter in each trapping grid cell,
which then declined as a function of distance from activity centers according to our model for
the probability of encounter (Fig 3).
Table 1. Summary statistics for simulated data. Datasets were generated under three levels of search effort per sampling occasion (2,000 km, 4,000 km, and 8,000 km)
that was uncorrelated or correlated with animal density, resulting in six data-generating scenarios. The baseline probability of detection in each scenario (median and
(2.5%, 97.5%) percentiles) corresponded to the probability of observing an individual whose activity center is coincident with the center of the trapping grid cell.
2000 km effort per occasion
uncorrelated

4000 km effort per occasion

correlated

uncorrelated

correlated

8000 km effort per occasion
uncorrelated

correlated

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Scenario 5

Scenario 6

effort per cell per occasion (km)

13.95 (12.70, 15.31)

14.68 (12.79, 16.18)

28.11 (25.10, 31.10)

28.95 (26.26, 31.60)

56.08 (50.42, 61.58)

58.08 (50.42, 61.58)

baseline
Pr(encounter)

0.09 (0.08, 0.10)

0.09 (0.08, 0.10)

0.17 (0.16, 0.19)

0.18 (0.16, 0.19)

0.31 (0.29, 0.34)

0.32 (0.29, 0.35)

correlation with animal density

0.01 (-0.18, 0.18)

0.76 (0.66, 0.83)

-0.01 (-0.18, 0.18)

0.76 (0.67, 0.84)

0.00 (-0.17, 0.18)

0.76, 0.65, 0.82)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0215458.t001
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Fig 3. Search effort and the probability of encounter. The relationship between the total effort per occasion (2,000 km, 4, 000 km,
or 8,000 km), and the resulting median probability of encountering an individual at least once in a trapping grid cell as a function
of distance from the activity center during a 4-occasion study. Show for males only for clarity.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0215458.g003

Each simulated data set was comprised of data from the encounter process alone, data that
combined encounter and harvest, and data that combined observation, harvest and two levels
of telemetry information. Including information from a harvest process typically increased the
number of individuals in the data set, and for each scenario we summarized the data sets for the
encounter process alone, and the combination of encounter and harvest, using the number of
unique individuals (n), the number of recaptures (recap), and the number of spatial recaptures
(spatial.recap), or the number of different cells in which individuals were captured (Table 2).

Density estimates using the encounter process alone
The amount of effort during each sampling occasion had a dramatic impact on how well
resulting density estimates compared to the true abundance of 2 individuals per 100 km2 (Figs
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Table 2. Summary statistics (median and (2.5%, 97.5%) percentiles) for the generated data sets (N = 200). For each scenario we generated 200 data sets using the
encounter process alone, and the encounter process combined with a harvest process. We summarized them by the number of unique individuals seen in the data (n), the
number of recaptures per individual (recap), and the number of cells in which an individual is captured (spatial.recap).
2000 km effort per occasion

Encounter alone

Encounter and Harvest

4000 km effort per occasion

8000 km effort per occasion

uncorrelated

correlated

uncorrelated

correlated

uncorrelated

correlated

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Scenario 5

Scenario 6

n

22 (14, 33)

26 (16, 36)

37 (25, 47)

40 (28, 52)

51 (35, 65)

52 (40, 67)

recap

1.28 (1.06, 1.54)

1.35 (1.14, 1.63)

1.57 (1.34, 1.90)

1.72 (1.46, 2.08)

2.10 (1.80, 2.52)

2.40 (1.98, 2.85)

spatial.recap

1.23 (1.05, 1.46)

1.26 (1.08, 1.48)

1.46 (1.22, 1.72)

1.49 (1.27, 1.76)

1.85 (1.59, 2.16)

1.93 (1.67, 2.25)

n

31 (18, 47)

35 (19, 50)

44 (29, 59)

45 (33, 61)

55 (37, 71)

57 (41, 70)

recap

1.32 (1.10, 1.56)

1.39 (1.17, 1.65)

1.61 (1.36, 1.87)

1.77 (1.49, 2.09)

2.17 (1.87, 2.55)

2.47 (2.04, 2.91)

spatial.recap

1.26 (1.07, 1.45)

1.29 (1.11, 1.49)

1.48 (1.26, 1.70)

1.54 (1.30, 1.77)

1.89 (1.65, 2.21)

1.97 (1.73, 2.29)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0215458.t002

4 and 5). For the encounter process alone with effort uncorrelated to animal density (scenario
1, median correlation = 0.01, 95% = [-0.18, 0.18]) (Table 1), a low amount of effort (2000 km
per sampling occasion) translated into a low baseline probability of encounter (median = 0.09,
95% = [0.08, 0.10]), low number of observed individuals (median = 22, 95% = [14, 33]), and
low numbers of recaptures (median = 1.28, 95% = [1.06, 1.54]) and spatial recaptures of individuals (median = 1.23, 95% = [1.05, 1.46]) (Table 2). These sparse data sets yielded biased and
imprecise estimates which translated into poor estimation of animal density (coefficient of variation (CV) = 1.11, relative bias (RB) = 0.84) (Figs 4 and 5, S1 Table). As the total amount of
effort increased to 4000 km (scenario 3), increased encounter probabilities (median = 0.17,
95% = [0.16, 0.19]) resulted in more observed individuals (median = 37, 95% = [25, 47]),
higher numbers of recaptures (median = 1.57, 95% = [1.34, 1.90]), and more spatial recaptures
(median = 1.46, 95% = [1.22, 1.72]). The increased amount of information due to increased
effort resulted in less biased and more precise estimates and greatly improved biological inference (CV = 0.42, RB = 0.11) (Figs 4 and 5, S1 Table). As effort further increased (scenario 5),
model performance continued to improve such that with 8000 km of effort, density estimates
were essentially unbiased and precise (CV = 0.15, RB = 0.00) (Figs 4 and 5, S1 Table).
As predicted, when search effort was correlated with the underlying density of activity centers the resulting density estimates were biased high (Figs 4 and 5, S1 Table). However, we
found that the magnitude of this bias decreased with increasing effort and was negligible at the
highest level of effort. Compared to what was obtained from the same level of effort when it
was uncorrelated to density, 2,000 km of search effort that was correlated with animal density
(scenario 2, median correlation = 0.76, 95% = [0.66, 0.83]), yielded simulated data sets that had
slightly more capture-recapture information (median observed individuals = 26, 95% = [16,
36]: median recaptures = 1.35, 95% = [1.14, 1.63]: median spatial recaptures = 1.26, 95% =
[1.08, 1.48]), but the resulting estimates were similarly biased and imprecise (CV = 0.96,
RB = 0.62) (Figs 4 and 5, S1 Table). This pattern was consistent as the amount of effort
increased, though the relative difference in bias between uncorrelated and correlated searcheffort scenarios diminished as higher probabilities of encounter yielded more informative data
sets. Density estimates resulting from 8,000 km of correlated search effort had a bias and precision (scenario 6: CV = 0.13, RB = 0.03) roughly equal to that resulting from uncorrelated
search effort (scenario 5: CV = 0.15, RB = 0.00) (Figs 4 and 5, S1 Table).
We observed the same pattern of improvement in model performance with increased effort
when the number of individuals was N = 400 (4 individuals per 100 km2) (S2 Table, S1 Fig).
However, the higher density resulted in more informative data sets such that model performance at lower effort (e.g., 4000 km of uncorrelated effort: CV = 0.18, RB = -0.01) was
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Fig 4. Model performance. Model performance was assessed by the coefficient of variation (CV) and relative bias (RB) for different combinations of effort
(2,000 km, 4,000 km and 8,000 km of effort per occasion), correlation with animal density, and sources of additional information (harvest and collars).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0215458.g004

comparable to model performance under high effort when the density was lower (N = 200,
8000 km of uncorrelated effort: CV = 0.15, RB = 0.00) (S2 Table, S1 Table). Moreover, the bias
that was introduced when search effort was correlated to animal density persisted under the
higher density for 2,000 km (uncorrelated effort: RB = 0.24, correlated effort: RB = 0.31) and
4,000 km of search effort (uncorrelated effort: RB = -0.01, correlated effort: RB = 0.07). This
bias was negligible at higher effort (8,000 km; uncorrelated effort: RB = -0.02, correlated effort:
RB = 0.03).

Consequences of increasing additional information
For 2,000 km of uncorrelated search effort (scenario 1), including data from harvested individuals yielded better model performance with decreased bias and improved precision of density
estimates (CV = 0.74, RB = 0.39) relative to estimates obtained from the encounter process
alone (CV = 1.11, RB = 0.84) (Figs 4 and 6, S1 Table). Model performance continued to
improve when telemetry data from 4 collars were included (CV = 0.42, RB = 0.08). Adding
telemetry data from 8 rather than 4 collars resulted in only a marginal additional improvement
in density estimates, and estimates were still biased high (Figs 4 and 6, S1 Table). Moreover,
the addition of information from harvest and telemetry did not resolve the bias introduced
with correlated search effort (Fig 4, S1 Table).
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Fig 5. Density estimates and search effort. Estimates of animal density resulting from the encounter process alone for
each level of search effort (thin line = 2.5% to 97.5% percentiles; gray rectangle = 25% to 75% percentiles; horizontal
line = mean). The true density was 2 individuals per 100 km2. The inset graphs show the same data with a y-axis that is
rescaled to better represent estimates.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0215458.g005

For 4,000 km of uncorrelated search effort (scenario 3), including information from harvested individuals had comparatively minor impact on both bias and precision relative to
results from the encounter process alone (Figs 4 and 6, S1 Table). However, including telemetry information from 4 collars improved model performance and resulted in density estimates
that were less biased and more precise (CV = 0.18, RB = 0.05) (Figs 4 and 6, S1 Table). There
was no further improvement when telemetry information from 8 rather than 4 collars was provided. In contrast to the low-effort scenarios, including additional information from harvest
or telemetry partially ameliorated the bias introduced with correlated moderate search effort
(scenario 4) even as bias and precision improved overall (Figs 4 and 6, S1 Table).
Including additional information at the highest level of effort did not appreciably improve
density estimates. For 8,000 km of uncorrelated search effort (scenario 5), data generated from
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Fig 6. Density estimates and additional information. Consequences of including additional information on estimates of animal
density for each level of search effort that was uncorrelated with animal density (thin line = 2.5% to 97.5% percentiles; gray
rectangle = 25% to 75% percentiles; horizontal line = mean). The true density was 2 individuals per 100 km2. The inset graphs show the
same data with a y-axis that is rescaled to better represent estimates.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0215458.g006

the encounter process alone resulted in essentially unbiased and precise estimates (Figs 4 and
6, S1 Table). Even with information from harvested individuals and telemetry information
from 8 collars, density estimates (CV = 0.13, RB = 0.00) were comparable to those from the
encounter process alone (CV = 0.15, RB = 0.00). The positive bias introduced by correlated
search effort was negligible at this highest level of effort across the different combinations of
information (Fig 4, S1 Table).
Including additional information from harvest and from telemetry also improved model
performance at higher densities (N = 400, 4 individuals per 100km2), although primarily for
only the low search effort (2,000 km) scenarios (S2 Table, S2 Fig). At 2,000 km of search effort,
including information from harvested individuals resulted in marginal improvement over estimates from the encounter process alone (encounter alone: CV = 0.69, RB = 0.24; encounter
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and harvest: CV = 0.54, RB = 0.21). However, adding information from 4 collars resulted in
improved model performance (encounter, harvest and 4 collars: CV = 0.28, RB = 0.03),
although adding information from 8 collars resulted in no additional improvement in performance. In contrast to model performance at lower densities, adding additional information
from harvest or collars did not appreciably improve estimates at either 4,000 km or 8,000 of
search effort. At 4,000 km of search effort the encounter process alone generated unbiased and
precise estimates (CV = 0.18, RB = -0.01) and additional information did not improve model
performance (e.g., encounter, harvest and 8 collars: CV = 0.13, RB = -0.04).

Combining increased effort and additional information
Model performance improved in the presence of increased effort and/or additional sources of
information (Fig 4, S1 Table). Low effort generated sparse data sets with comparatively few
spatial recaptures of individuals and resulted in biased and imprecise estimates of density (Fig
7). Additional information improved estimates for these scenarios with low effort, though density estimates remained biased. However, as effort and spatial recaptures increased, the addition of harvest or telemetry information provided less benefit in terms of reducing bias or
increasing precision as the observation process alone generated rates of spatial recaptures sufficient to estimate density (Figs 4 and 7). This overall pattern was the same at higher animal densities (N = 400, 4 individuals per 100 km2) (S2 Table, S3 Fig).

Discussion
Our results demonstrate that these models perform well in the presence of multiple sources of
heterogeneity given sufficient information on animal movement. Model performance consistently improved as higher effort resulted in denser data sets and/or as additional information
was included from harvested individuals or telemetered individuals. However, the improvement in model performance consistently diminished with increasing effort such that reliable
estimates were generated both from medium levels of effort with information from harvest
and telemetry as well as from high levels of effort and no additional information from harvest
or telemetry. More informative data sets also moderated the consistent positive bias introduced when search effort was correlated with the density, a source of bias particular to
unstructured spatial sampling. This approach to assessing model performance given variable
effort and sources of additional information could be used to develop logistically feasible and
cost-effective sampling scenarios that yield accurate and precise estimates of density.
SCR models have improved the ability to estimate abundance and density due, in part, to
the explicit incorporation of the spatial arrangement of individuals and their variable exposure
to encounter, as well as the flexible model formulation that facilitates the integration of different data sources [28,32,34]. Yet, similar to non-spatial methods, estimation in a SCR framework requires sufficient information to yield reliable estimates [16,20]. Low effort manifested
as sparse data with few captured individuals and few spatial recaptures. Such sparse data sets
containing little information on the number of individuals present and the encounter probabilities of those individuals in the trapping grid were unable to accurately estimate the parameters of the SCR model and resulted in biased and imprecise density estimates. This problem
associated with sparse data was ameliorated as the information in data sets improved with
higher effort and/or additional sources of information. Thus, we can confirm previous suggestions of the reliability of SCR models, even in the presence of multiple sources of heterogeneity, given sufficient information to estimate density [20].
Our work highlights the persistent bias and imprecision of estimates based on sparse data,
suggesting it is important to consider how effort translates into encounters for field studies
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Fig 7. Density estimates as a function of spatial recaptures. The relationship between the underlying median number of spatial
recaptures reflecting three levels of effort (uncorrelated), and the resulting density estimates for three models that incorporated
increasing amounts of information. The inset graphs show the same data with a y-axis that is rescaled to better represent estimates.
Results from a model that included telemetry information from 8 collared individuals were omitted for clarity. The true density was 2
individuals per 100 km2.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0215458.g007

using spatially unstructured sampling. For SCR models, bias can result from both unmodeled
heterogeneity and low probabilities of encounter that yield sparse data. Unmodeled heterogeneity in encounter, e.g., among-individual differences in encounter arising from age, social status, sex, or individual differences in space use, typically results in negatively biased and overly
precise estimates of density [17–19]. In contrast to the bias introduced by model mis-specification, low probabilities of encounter and sparse data have been shown to consistently result in
overestimates of density in both empirical [36] and simulation-based studies [16]. Our simulations did not address the consequences of model mis-specification and are thus consistent
with the latter by demonstrating that sufficiently high probabilities of encounter (translating
into larger sample sizes and more spatial recaptures) yield unbiased and precise estimates for a
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correctly specified model, e.g. 4,000 km of effort resulted in reasonable estimates and 8,000 km
of effort resulted in unbiased and very precise estimates. Yet, a correlation between search
effort and animal density is a particular problem for spatially unstructured sampling designs
[25,41] and is a persistent source of positive bias in density estimates. However, our results
suggest that the magnitude of this bias relative to estimates from uncorrelated search effort
diminishes with higher effort and is less significant at higher animal densities. The relationship
between effort, encounter, data sparsity and the resulting density estimates is a complex interaction between ecological (e.g., population density and spatial arrangement on the landscape)
and encounter processes (e.g., detector efficiency, field conditions, and logistical limitations)
such that we cannot make general recommendations for levels of effort required to generate
unbiased estimates for other studies using spatially unstructured sampling. Moreover, the precision required for management decisions is likely area- and species-specific. However, we can
recommend a similar simulation-based approach that incorporates empirical results be used
to understand the system-specific relationship between effort and the reliability of density estimates to inform study design and yield reliable density results. We echo the advice that pilot
studies will likely be needed in most cases to inform study design [45].
The ability to incorporate additional sources of information to aid model estimation is a
strength of the flexible formulation of SCR models, but the magnitude of the benefit for density
estimation is unclear. Our work demonstrates that with sparse data sets, the addition of information from harvested individuals and telemetry can substantially reduce the bias and increase
the precision of density estimates to some degree. Reliable density estimates from SCR models
depend on accurate estimation of parameters at multiple levels of the model hierarchy, including those governing the spatial point process (those covariates governing the distribution of
animals on the landscape), the baseline probability of encounter in each trapping grid cell
(those covariates governing the encounter probability if the trap center overlies the activity
center of an animal), and the attenuation of encounter probability with distance from an activity center [8,13,14]. Whereas the addition of a few harvested individuals can help inform all
parameters across the model, information from telemetry can only inform the scale parameters
that relate distance from activity center to encounter probability. We interpret our results to
suggest that the addition of telemetry information greatly aided the estimation of these scale
parameters at low effort, but that persistently sparse data failed to provide sufficient information for other parts of the model governing baseline probabilities of encounter, the accurate
estimation of which are required for reliable results. Medium effort resulted in more-informative data sets that were better able estimate model parameters, though the addition of telemetry
information again improved estimates such that the combination of the two resulted in unbiased and precise estimates. Finally, at high effort there was sufficient information in the
encounter data set to estimate all parts of the model such that the addition of telemetry did not
appreciably improve results. The important role of extra information in these results is in
apparent contrast to previous work that suggested sources of additional information resulted
in marginal improvement in density estimates [34]. Rather than a contradiction, we interpret
these seemingly disparate results to be consistent. This previous work used a higher baseline
probability of encounter, i.e., there was already sufficient information to estimate model
parameters and the more accurate information on space use provided by telemetry provided
only marginal benefit, very similar to our high effort scenarios. Taken together, our results suggest that field studies can benefit from a practical combination of effort and additional information. In cases where effort has the potential to be limited (e.g., finite resources and logistical
constraints, or bad weather preventing search), additional information from another encounter process and a small number of collars can greatly improve the reliability of density
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estimates. Where additional sources of information are impractical or impossible, increased
search effort alone can yield data informative enough to result in similarly reliable estimates.
Our data-generating scenarios and parameter choices were guided by the empirical results
of a previous study that used spatially unstructured sampling and SCR models to estimate the
density of mountain lions in western Montana. Because of the specificity of our work, our
methods cannot be directly applied to other studies aimed at estimating the densities of different species in different areas. Moreover, we used a modest number of scenarios to address our
goals due, in part, to the computational demands of simulating data from these models. Additional work is needed to assess the consequences of variation in other components of hierarchical SCR models as it relates to study design. However, the work presented here can serve as
an example that can be modified as necessary to evaluate and choose study designs for other
species- and area-specific circumstances based on what can be learned about interactions
between animal density, effort, encounter, data sparsity and the reliability of these models for
additional species and areas. Future work on the consequences of model mis-specification,
variation in the underlying relationship between animal density and landscape processes, and
additional sources of among-individual heterogeneity in encounter and space use would provide more insight on how variation in the observational and ecological processes that generate
SCR data impact the robustness of density estimates.

Conclusions
As the use of SCR models to estimate abundance and density increases, and as the palette
of different sampling methodologies and methods to incorporate multiple sources of
information diversifies, it is critical to examine the reliability of model estimates in the
presence of multiple sources of potential bias and imprecision in density estimates. Given
the rarity of SCR model validation against populations of known size, simulation-based
approaches are the most practical method to evaluate model performance. Our paradigm
of case-study based model validation presented here is quite general. For assessing patterns
of variation in animal density across the landscape, SCR models are a reliable and robust
tool that may be applied to animal populations that are persistently challenging to sample.
However, similar to every other method of estimating abundance, SCR models are not
immune to the problems induced by sparse data. The flexible formulation of SCR models
allows a practical balance between increased effort and sources of additional information
to generate reliable estimates, and our approach should yield practical recommendations
for study design.
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S1 Fig. Density estimates and search effort. Estimates of animal density resulting from the
encounter process alone for each level of search effort (thin line = 2.5% to 97.5% percentiles;
gray rectangle = 25% to 75% percentiles; horizontal line = mean). The true density was 4 individuals per 100 km2. The inset graphs show the same data with a y-axis that is rescaled to better
represent estimates.
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S2 Fig. Density estimates and additional information. Consequences of including additional
information on estimates of animal density for each level of search effort that was uncorrelated
with animal density (thin line = 2.5% to 97.5% percentiles; gray rectangle = 25% to 75% percentiles; horizontal line = mean). The true density was 4 individuals per 100 km2. The inset
graphs show the same data with a y-axis that is rescaled to better represent estimates.
(TIFF)
S3 Fig. Density estimates as a function of spatial recaptures. The relationship between the
underlying median number of spatial recaptures reflecting three levels of effort (uncorrelated),
and the resulting density estimates for three models that incorporated increasing amounts of
information. The inset graphs show the same data with a y-axis that is rescaled to better represent estimates. Results from a model that included telemetry information from 8 collared individuals were omitted for clarity. The true density was 4 individuals per 100 km2.
(TIFF)
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